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are, unless otherwise stated, ©1997-2020 Brickset ltd. Home home In annual categories 2020 LEGO Sets Search MyInstructions Share this article on the theme. For the set, see 3059 Mars Mission. The ETX Alien Infiltrator under fire Mars Mission is a Space theme that debuted in August 2007, and was officially
discontinued by 2009. The theme focuses on the adventures of a team of astronauts as they land on Mars and are forced to contend with a dangerous alien race. Sets in the theme were released for two consecutive years, and almost all of them focused on a vehicle controlled by the people or the aliens, the only
exceptions being 7690 MB-01 Eagle Command Base, and 5616 Mini Robot. The theme was in a sense a sequel to the previous Space subtheme, Life on Mars, although Life on Mars contained a peaceful martian race, rather than a war between humans and aliens. Factions The Astronauts The humans are a group of
astronauts who have traveled to Mars in search of powerful yellow-green energy crystals on the Martian surface. In the storyline, people mine the crystals for a new energy source, because the earth is experiencing an energy crisis. Unfortunately for the Astronauts, the Aliens are also looking for the crystals for
themselves. The human structures consist of two colors: orange and white. They have the Classic Space symbol. There were a series of astronauts in the theme of the Mars mission; According to LEGO Battles, the Astronauts were led by the Astro Commander, a leader of the Astronauts in the game who appeared
during cutscenes. The expedition was then followed by two commandos named Biff and Gemma. The Aliens The Aliens are from an unknown place in the cosmos, and are also looking for the crystals. In reality, they are not from Mars[1], and are immediately identified as a dangerous and invasive force by the Astronauts.
The Aliens themselves are transparent green and glow in the dark. Alien commanders are the leaders of the Alien Army. The army attacks all the human encampments and astronauts they encounter. The Aliens have been shown to reside in underground hives. In 2008, it was revealed that the Aliens had been routed,
and the hives were destroyed. According to LEGO Battles, there's an Alien Queen. The Alien Queen has the look of an Alien Commander, but her legs resemble those of Spy Clops from the Agents theme. There are also four-legged spider-like robots that fill the role of builder in Lego Battles. There are also silver
humanoid robots called Laser Troopers that look exactly like Devastator from the Exo-Force theme, they shoot green laser bolts. Also in LEGO Battles, the Aliens only wanted the crystals to power their mothership to leave the planet. Features Pump System LEGO revived an older, somewhat forgotten feature in this new
This was the pumping system, which was pioneered in one of the previous Space series, namely Life on Mars. In Mars Mars The system is colored in white and orange instead of the purple, tan, and other rare colors that define the theme of Life on Mars. It features in the sets 7690 MB-01 Eagle Command Base and
7691 ETX Alien Mothership Assault. Crystals An energy crystal The crystals are one of the main reasons humans came to Mars. Both varieties want to use these crystals as energy sources, which can be used to supply energy to all their respective vehicles and systems. These green energy crystals are similar in
function of the Biodium ore in the theme Life on Mars. They can be found in almost every Mars Mission set. They can be found in underground caves or embedded in the Martian soil. They are scanned with sensors called Crysta sensors to see if they are clean. The crystals are then immediately sent to the nearest
human base. In LEGO Battles, astronauts and aliens also battle to find a purple variant of the energy crystals, which are apparently much more powerful than their green counterparts. Online attractions Like most LEGO themes at the time, Mars Mission had a website accessible from LEGO.com. The Mars Mission site
had two games, a product information page, a download page, and an Astronaut Log with letters from the Astronauts. One of the games, Crystalien Conflict, was immensely popular with LEGO.com users. The game puts the user in the role of commander for either the Astronaut faction or the Alien faction. In the main
menu of the game, there is a passcode box that allows the user to type secret codes in. The letters appear in the Alien font when typed. Here are some of the secret codes: A screenshot of CrystAlien Conflict MoneyPenny = unlock all help cheats (not levels) Santa = level Santa fatwallet = 50,000 credits 299792458/
quickbuild = build faster n00b / newbie = triple armor theylive /t2000=alien special ops 1337=reset all cheat codes earth=Alien level 1 zapper=Alien level 2 extra=Alien level 3 retreat=Alien level 4 doctor=Alien level 5 scramble=Alien level 6 flow=Alien level 7 redalert=Alien level 8 5050=Alien level 9 nightfall=Alien level 10
clearskies=Astronaut level 5 range=Astronaut level 6 stomp=Astronaut level 7 UFO =Astronaut level=Astronaut level 4 flyboy=Astronaut level 5 8 elton=Astronaut level 9 eclipse=Astronaut level=Astronaut level 2007 2008 Mini Boxes Various Unreleased Released in 2007 : Released in 2008: Minifigures AstronautMars
Mission RobotAlien CommanderAlien Notes The people chose the color scheme of orange and for their equipment and vehicles because the two colors reflect harmful Martian rays, which have no ozone to reach jet deflection. In LEGO Battles, the Aliens only wanted the crystal crystals mothership and leave Mars. Also
in LEGO Battles was a special purple type of energy crystal, which was more powerful than its yellow counterpart. Tools used by the Astronauts include pickaxes, drills, Crysta sensors, walkie-talkies, chainsaws and jackhammers. Because the Aliens did not have tubes on the back of their legs like normal minifigures, they
had to be attached to their ships by their feet, using Erlings (Studs on the sides) elements. The site has been removed from LEGO.com, but you can still find the games on different sites. The logo for the aliens was reused for the Alien Conquest theme. External links See also references ↑ LEGO Club Magazine and
LEGO Battles Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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